A principal objective of the Active This was achieved by releasing slowly expanding clouds of Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers mission was to photoionizing neutral lithium or barium from the German release lithium and barium ion clouds that were initially Ion Release Module (IRM) when it was located in the solar sufficiently mass dense to strongly perturb the ambient solar wind, upstream of the Earth's bow shock, or in the wind or magnetosheath flow. A key property of these magnetosheath. Releases were also made in the release clouds was that their spatial and temporal scales magnetotail, but due essentially to the much lower ambient were smaller than, or of the order of, the Larmor scales plasma flow speed they exhibit a different class of behavior of all the ion species involved. A one-dimensional hybrid and hence will not be discussed here (they have been simulation study conducted by Chapman and Schwartz addressed elsewhere, [e.g., Bernhardt et al., 1987]). All of (1987) showed that momentum could be transferred locally the solar wind and magnetosheath releases were observed to from the oncoming protons to the majority of the release produce qualitatively similar perturbations in the ambient ions, which are associated with the diamagnetic cavity field and flow, although the heavier barium, with a much produced by the release, via the quasi-steady boundary shorter photoionization time ('• 30 s compared with layer that forms at the cavity edge. The direction of '• 1 hour for lithium), gave rise to a much higher initial motion of these "snowploughed" release ions and the field ion mass density and hence longer-lived disturbance. structure that accelerates them is just that of the oncoming A second spacecraft, the UKS (United Kingdom protons.
found in the IRM in situ data, suggesting that this momentum transfer mechanism is in operation during the releases [Dunlop et al., 1987] . Essentially, the bulk of the release ions are moved en masse by a "snowplough" type process, gaining momentum from the oncoming protons which are in turn slowed by the boundary layer structure. The direction of motion of the "snowploughed" release ions is just that of the oncoming protons. It is important to note that the oncoming protons in the release vicinity have been deflected from their ambient (undisturbed) flow direction as they interact with the release ions that were created outside of the diamagnetic cavity and boundary layer region (see also Chapman and Dunlop [1986] Before introducing the snowplough equations of motion, description used here does not include mechanisms which we will begin by setting the essentially one-dimensional can, on average, change the direction of the magnetic field snowplough description into the context of a (i.e., by "draping" around the obstacle formed by the three-dimensional release. An attempt to do this is shown release cloud), B always remains perpendicular to the in Figure 1 , which is a simplified version of Figure 7 of plane. A large proportion of the release ions are assumed Chapman and Schwartz [1987] . For the purposes of future to be created within, and therefore associated with, the reference, the _•', •', _•' coordinate system of this figure diamagnetic cavity formed during the early stages of the has been chosen to correspond approximately to x, y, z release, which is represented here as bounded by the solid GSE (x directed toward the Sun, z northward perpendicular line. The remainder of the release ions will, however, be to the ecliptic plane, and y completing the orthogonal set) created outside of this field free region and will begin to for the particular geometry of the December 27 barium be picked up by the oncoming proton flow, extracting solar wind release, although the discussion to be presented momentum from it. The macroscopic forces which act on here applies for all of the releases. The coordinate system both these release ions, and the oncoming protons in this in which we shall later discuss the motion of the "mass loading" region, can be shown from a multifluid snowplough is oriented on this diagram by the direction of description [Chapman and Dunlop, 1986 of the ambient plasma to neutralize the charge, rather than Understanding the ion behavior upstream of the being ultimately limited by the transverse momentum that snowplough field structures, in terms of the U_tgXB_ force, can be carried by the release ion population that is has important consequences for the global motion of the photoionized "upstream" of the snowplough (see Figure 1 ), ion cloud that is acted on by the snowplough field which will be estimated here. Also, the U_tgXB_ interaction, structure. In effect, release ions created upstream locally along with the snowplough boundary structure itself as exchange momentum with the oncoming proton flow, envisaged here, arises under the assumption of slowing and deflecting it as shown. The deflected protons quasi-neutrality, so that these two descriptions of events then interact with the quasi-steady snowplough field cannot be regarded as equivalent. structure that forms at the cavity boundary, transferring Alternatively, the snowplough type mechanism for momentum to the snowploughed release ion population momentum exchange has been assumed to simply act along associated with it, such that the direction of motion of the the unperturbed ambient proton flow direction, ultimately snowplough_ _• is just that of the deflected proton flow. If resulting in the collapse of the diamagnetic cavity as seen no other forces are present, the release ions created inside at the IRM. The subsequent motion of this snowplough the field free region of the diamagnetic cavity only gain structure does not then account for the observed transverse momentum by interacting with the snowplough field motion of the release ion cloud as a whole. Instead, the structure, so that the entire release ion cloud is eventually transverse momentum of the ion cloud is balanced by that accelerated by being "gathered up" by the propagating of release ions as they exit the -V_.swoAB_ oriented face of snowplough fields, and becoming part of the snowploughed the cloud. The momentum imparted to the release ion ion population.
As the direction of motion of the cloud by these "extracted" ions directly in this way must snowploughed release ion cloud is just that of the deflected depend crucially upon the extracted ion momentum in the solar wind flow, we would expect it to be at some angle to immediate vicinity of the boundary of the release ion cloud the ambient solar wind flow direction. Whether or not this itself, as subsequently these ions can only exchange angle is sufficiently large to account for the observed momentum with the cloud via the U_U_ctAB_ coupling process transverse motion of the barium release ion clouds depends with the oncoming protons as described above (and by upon the fraction of release ions that are created upstream Chapman and Schwartz [1987] ). Details of the mechanism of the snowplough field structure. It is the momentum of for the extraction of these ions are not well known, indeed this population which ultimately must balance the transverse the one-dimensional field structures found by the Chapman momentum of the snowploughed release ion cloud, with the and Schwartz simulation study act to prevent release ion deflected solar wind protons just acting as an intermediary, migration across the boundary layer. An added mechanism transferring momentum between the two release ion not represented in the one-dimensional hybrid description, populations.
due for example to the two-to three-dimensional nature Unfortunately, as the UKS and IRM ion experiments of the problem, or the presence of microinstabilities, would cannot distinguish between ion species of different masses, be required to allow ion extraction to take place. The no exact measurement of the deflected solar wind velocity momentum imparted by the extracted ions is hence not is available. Other quantitative features of the simple known explicitly. In general then, the number of extracted model of Figure 1 are directly accessible in the data ions required to account for the transverse motion of the however, and will be calculated by integrating the release ion cloud directly will differ from the number found snowplough equations of motion. The time taken for the to be photoionied upstream from integrating the snowplough snowploughed release ions to return to the IRM location equations as is done here, the latter population achieving after the initial expansion of the release ion cloud can momentum transfer via • coupling with the oncoming accurately be determined, as the arrival of the protons. Calculating the number that are expected to be snowploughed ions is clearly evident in the IRM in situ photoionized upstream will, in later sections of this paper, data [Chapman and Schwartz, 1987] . The global motion of allow us to show that this release ion population is the release ion cloud is also approximately known from adequate to balance the transverse momentum of the remaining population that forms the release ion cloud. moving faster than the release ions in its vicinity that have Since different fractions of the total release ion population yet to interact with it.
will generally be required to achieve transverse momentum To a good approximation, the release ions are just balance by these two different mechanisms, the time created with the expansion velocity of their source neutrals, dependent mass of the release ion cloud will also differ, and for the purposes of this simple model we assume that along with its expected trajectory. the ions are not subsequently energized, except by their In conclusion, we cannot eliminate the possibility that interaction with the snowplough or moving boundary layer either (or all three) mechanisms are in operation during the field structure itself. While this is perfectly valid for those release events, however it will be shown here that the ions created within the diamagnetic cavity, where the snowplough description (as detailed in Figure 1) The one-dimensional hybrid simulation study conducted momentum of the snowplough by directly interacting with by Chapman and Schwartz [1987] showed that momentum it, instead contributing primarily to the overall global transfer between the release ions associated with the acceleration of the release ion cloud by effectively diamagnetic cavity and the oncoming proton flow could be deflecting and slowing the oncoming proton flow as achieved via an interaction with a propagating, quasi-steady described in the previous section (the slowed proton flow field structure. A simple model was proposed in which the speed then being required as a constant in the integration various ion populations encounter the propagating field of the snowplough equations of motion). We therefore structure (the snowplough), suffering an effective collision assume that before interacting with the snowplough, the with it. The net result is a loss of momentum to the release ions all initially move with the speeds of the oncoming protons, momentum which is just ultimately neutrals that act as their source, Vr(X,t ) = x/t (the sign of • 0.5-1 s for lithium and up to a few seconds for barium, We will now obtain a simple expression for the release which for the latter is short compared with the • 80 s ion number density distribution function nr(r,v,t ) within the over which the diamagnetic cavity persists at the IRM for diamagnetic cavity. First, a functional form of the density the barium release. This time scale does represent a larger distribution function will be derived analytically from simple fraction of the • 6 s for which the magnetic field is zero considerations concerning the properties of the release at the IRM in the case of the lithium releases, so that we clouds. This functional form will of course depend upon a might expect quantitative results obtained from integrating number of parameters which characterize each release, such the snowplough equations to compare less favorably with as the mean expansion velocity of the released neutrals that the corresponding observations in these cases. The act as a source for the ions, the total number released, snowplough itself is taken to be initially at rest and at a and their photoionization time scale. In situ IRM distance from the release cloud center where the release measurements of the ion density as a function of time at a ion number density is just sufficiently large to be single point in space will then be used to normalize the represented computationally. an arbitrarily small but simple expression for the density distribution function, nonzero initial snowplough mass per unit area is also partially constraining these parameters. required as an initial condition, in order to allow The release clouds of barium or lithium vapor become integration of (2). In the sample results to be discussed collision free almost immediately after exiting the release here the initial mass M o --10 4 nswm r kg m -• (nsw and canisters (i.e., within •-« s, the total time taken for the m r in SI units), or 0.1 nswmrL o where L o --100 km, a release reaction (G. Haerendel, private communication, typical estimate of the scale size of the barium release 1986)). The neutral density is sufficiently high that cloud. This value for M o is found to be reasonable, as it photoionization produces electron number densities that are represents a negligibly small fraction of the typical mass large enough to locally support a diamagnetic cavity, per unit area of the snowplough at later times.
suppressing the ambient electric and magnetic fields to
To ensure that the above initial conditions do not zero. Also, the photoionization process is such that the dictate the properties of the subsequent snowplough initial ion velocities are just those of their source neutrals, behavior, the integration was repeated over a substantial to a good approximation. Within the cavity then, both ions range of initial conditions. For a barium release, it is then and neutrals move on straight line trajectories, their phase found that if the start time of the integration t o was varied space coordinates at the "release time", - An example of the variation of the ion density at the represents the closest fit to the data, yielding the smallest IRM is shown in Figure 2 for the case of the first barium value of the normalized deviation an/n < 2% that can be release. Here, the dots denote the discrete set of density obtained for any R.
measurements ni(ti) (in cm -•) plotted versus time (in
As the fitted curves are obtained by minimizing the seconds), and the solid lines represent curves nr(t ) (given linear deviation A (8), achieved by simply allowing a factor by (7) and (9)) fitted to this data set. The release time in (7), i.e., N O , to vary, it is clear that data points at corresponds to t = 0 on the plot. After the release, the earlier times on the plot, where the ion number density is measured density first falls away due to the expansion of largest, will dominate the properties of the fitted curve. to fit a function which is only valid for times after represents overall a less satisfactory fit in that it applies to R .,-Vt, the first few points of the IRM data set that in a smaller subset of the data points. The above suggestion reality starts close to t = 0 have been discarded. The that the R = 10 km curve B provides the best fit to the fitting procedure is therefore only meaningful if this data set is therefore not affected by the sensitivity of the represents a small fraction of the data set and hence fitted curves to the earliest data points in time. The best becomes less appropriate as R increases. In the case of the fit curves for the remaining releases to be discussed below, second barium release, no distinct minimum in •rn/n is all calculated using the earliest t• = t i > R/V, have also found with changing R, even up to R = 20 km, requiring been found to be appropriate in this respect, yielding •rn/n ',-15% of the data set to be discarded. However, from values that are either smaller than, or indistinguishable the table it is clear that both R = 10 km and R = 20 km from, those of best fit curves that are produced using other correspond to values of N O consistent with expectations, arbitrary (but in all cases later) values of t•. We are whereas R = I km does not, so that given expectations therefore justified in restricting our attention to fitted also concerning R, it would seem that R = 10 km probably curves calculated using the earliest possible t• = t i > R/V, represents the most reasonable choice for this parameter. In the preceding discussion it has been demonstrated release ion cloud expansion, it would also be expected to that the chosen function for n r (equation (7)) is consistent ultimately lead to qualitative predictions of the snowplough with the in situ observations of the IRM for a range of behavior which agree more closely with observations. In values of the drift and mean expansion speeds v d and V of the next section, the snowplough motion will therefore be the ion cloud, given the corresponding values for the total calculated using both values of R, i.e., the "expected" number of neutrals N o (from equation (9)). Quantitative value of I km and the best fit value of 10 km, to specify aspects of the snowplough dynamics, deduced by integrating the appropriate value of No. the snowplough equations of motion, are therefore expected The best fit R, corresponding to the smallest value of to vary with the expansion and drift speeds of the ion trn/n, has been deduced for both the lithium and barium cloud, so that we will present results calculated over a releases and is given in Table I for reference. In this range of these values. It was also found that the implied table the best fit and R = I curves are compared by listing initial spatial dimensions of the cloud R, which give the the values of the percentage normalized deviation trn/n and best agreement between the model (equation (7) Results will therefore be presented here for the barium interpreted as a result of the cavity-associated ions being releases taking both the best fit value, R '• 10 km, and the gathered up by the moving snowplough field structure, as value expected prior to release, R •-1 km, in turn. One detailed in Figure 1 . The in situ IRM observation of the further parameter which is not well known is the velocity snowplough motion will be a temporal one, in that the of the oncoming solar wind protons which act as a source lifetime of the diamagnetic cavity as determined by the of momentum for the snowploughed release ions. It may IRM will just correspond to the time taken for the be remembered that due to the creation of release ions snowploughed release ions to return to the IRM location outside of the diamagnetic cavity boundary, the ambient after the initial expansion of the cavity. This initial flow is expected to be disturbed before reaching the cavity expansion is modeled by the snowplough equations of boundary where the snowplough field structures have motion here as simply the phase in the snowplough motion formed. The appropriate value for the oncoming proton when the momentum flux of the release ions striking the flow velocity here is hence that just upstream of the snowplough is sufficiently large that the snowplough is snowplough field structures, rather than that of the ambient forced to move against the direction of the oncoming flow. We will proceed here by considering a range of proton flow (i.e., before the release ion cloud has values for the oncoming proton flow velocities that are expanded substantially). We will begin by comparing suggested by (but not directly deducible from) in situ predicted cavity lifetimes determined by integrating the measurements from the ion instruments on board the UKS snowplough equations of motion for the particular conditions and IRM for the various release events, the maximum in appropriate for the various releases with the cavity lifetimes this range being just that of the ambient (undisturbed) seen at the IRM. proton flow.
An attempt at such a comparison is shown in Figure 3 Vd V d plot. Given that the mean expansion speed in this case is featured in the left-hand plot) and correspond to four also similar to that of the first barium release, which is values for the mean expansion speed that include both reasonable if, as assumed here, the principal acceleration prerelease expectations for V and values suggested by the mechanism is that of the snowplough field structure, we optical observations. All of the curves are determined also find that the predicted cavity lifetime is consistent with motion. The sum of the fraction F photoionized upstream populations. Here we have modeled this boundary layer by at each time step then yields the total fraction photoionized a simple planar moving membrane (a snowplough), which upstream during the entire event. It was then found for absorbs momentum from the oncoming protons, transferring both barium release events considered here that '• 10-15% it to the release ions which it encounters. As a result, of the total number of neutrals released N O are this release ion population becomes gathered up by the photoionized upstream of the snowplough. It is difficult to snowplough fields as they propagate into the release ion estimate the effect that this might have directly on the cloud, so that ultimately the bulk of the release ions oncoming proton flow from simple considerations, principally becomes associated with the snowplough itself. The due to the strong time dependence and two-dimensionality direction of motion of the snowplough is just that of the of the problem. However, since the proton population oncoming proton flow, and since the latter is deflected only acts as an intermediary in the transfer of transverse from the direction of the ambient flow in the vicinity of momentum between the snowploughed release ions and the the snowplough by the presence of release ions that were release ions created upstream, we can still assess whether created outside of the diamagnetic cavity and upstream of or not the observed transverse motion of the release ion the snowplough fields, this simple model is qualitatively
